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Until now

- An overview of “IT” and “digitalization” projects

- Looked at the role and practices of software teams and software engineering

- Today and next week: “sociotechnical design” in IT and digitalization projects



Today

- What is “sociotechnical design”

- Why sociotechnical design in IT and digitalization projects: Three problems

- Approaches to sociotechnical design in IT and digitalization project

- The landscape 

- A way to distinguish them: scopes, analytical frameworks, values

- Typical “design” activities (possibly next week)



Think and note

- What do you think when you hear “design” and “designer” in relation to IT and 
digitalization projects?

Write some quick bullet points for 1 min…



“Design” - beyond colours and layouts

• Can broadly be defined as systematic attempts to transform undesirable situations into 
preferred ones (Simon, 1979)

• Or; devising for how to solve problems

• Hence, central to many professional disciplines, e.g., engineering, architecture, 
organizational management, computer science, informatics 

Current situation Desirable situation

Design is about finding out how to get there



“Sociotechnical design”

Sociotechnical in the sense that either

- technology should be designed with basis in technical and social arrangements 
within the the context of use

- design should consider both technology and social arrangements (e.g., 
organizational routines, standards, roles) in tandem



Approaches to sociotechnical design

Design thinking
Business process 
improvement (and 

reengineering)

Usability engineering

Human centered design

Activity centered design

Participatory design

Systemic design

Service design
User experience design

Interaction design



Why sociotechnical systems design

- Software engineering and IT is technology-oriented

- However, technology is there to support human activity and must integrate 
with social systems. 

- The techno-orientation gives rise to several challenges - we will look at three 



Problem 1: Technology + users = friction

- Issue: IT is designed by 
“technology-people”

- Result is 

- technology with low usability

- technology designed based 
on what is technically “cool” 
instead of what is relevant 
for humans



Side 
68



Side 
69

Service is not available



Side 
70

Operating manual on several pages 
for using a stapler (!)



Side 
71



Problem 2: large IT projects fail

- Some argue: since software engineering and IT projects are 
techno-oriented, it fails to consider social aspects

Two sides:

- Design of technology not sufficiently based on organizational 
arrangements

- Introduction of technology not seen, planned or treated explicitly as 
organizational change









(From presentation by Eirik Nikolai Arnesen, 31.10.2022) 



(From presentation by Eirik Nikolai Arnesen, 31.10.2022) 

But do we need 
change in the work 
processes? And what 
guides it? 



Example: Excessive reporting

- Health clinicians spends increasing 
amount of time on reporting

Why?

Write some quick bullet points for 1 min…



Example: Excessive reporting

- Health clinicians spends more and more 
time on reporting

- What guides the process?
- Possibilities in technology?
- Who’s needs?



Problem 3: Adverse IT



Translated:

WARNING

This man is dangerous!

He is an engineer.

He has learned everything about technology,

but nothing about society

Therefore, he pollutes
Therefore, he builds environments hostile to humans
Therefore he produces weapons and poisonous 
substances 



StandardToilet (2019) The Folldal Mine toilet (Norway, late 1700s)

“UK startup creates uncomfortable 
toilet to increase workers’ 
productivity” (CTV news)

“The main benefit is for the employer, not 
the employees” 



Source: the guardian

“delivery workers 
have been forced to 
urinate in bottles 
due to lack of 
access to 
bathrooms”



Sociotechnical design

● Responding to the different challenges raised, there is a range of sociotechnical 
approaches to IT/IS design. 

● Common argument: we need to consider technology as part of human/social systems

● “Sociotechnical” in that they either emphasize

○ That technology should be designed with basis in technical and social 
arrangements within the the context of use

○ That design should consider both technology and social arrangements (e.g., 
organizational routines, standards, roles) in tandem



The design approach “zoo”



Approaches to sociotechnical systems design

Design thinking
Business process 
improvement (and 

reengineering)

Usability engineering

Human centered design

Activity centered design

Participatory design

Systemic design

Service design
User experience design

Interaction design



“Design” in IT and digitalization projects

Different design approaches has:

• A certain “scope” or types of problems it aims to address

• A certain way of making sense of the problem situation to be addressed

• A certain set of underlying values

• A set of design activities 



Three scopes of design

• three design “scopes” or types of problems relevant in digitalization 
projects:

• User interfaces - e.g., usability engineering

• Tools - e.g., user centered design

• Systems - e.g., design thinking, systems design, business process 
improvement, service design



Three scopes of design: user interfaces

• Usability engineering

• Interaction design

• Some parts of “UX” 
design



Three scopes of design: tools

• User centered design

• ++



Three scopes of design: systems

• Design thinking

• Systemic design

• ++

Doctor or nurse 
interacting with 

patient

Patient journal



Three scopes of design: systems

Health secretary
Registering 

patient info on 
patient arrival

3.
2. 1.

Patient is ready 
in list on doctors 

computer 
screen

Patient 
potentially self 
registering on 

phone at home



Design thinking

Business process 
improvement (and 

reengineering)Usability engineering

User centered design

Activity centered design

Participatory design

Systemic design

Service design

User experience design

User interfaces Systems

Interaction design

Tools



“Design” in IT and digitalization projects

Different design approaches has:

• A certain “scope” or types of problems it aims to address

• A certain way of making sense of the problem situation to be addressed

• A certain set of underlying values

• A set of design activities 



Ways of making sense of the problem situation to be 
addressed

• Systemic design → Systems theory

• Activity-centered design → Activity theory

• Many: theory-agnostic, or theory is implicit (e.g., “service”-design)



“Design” in IT and digitalization projects

Different design approaches has:

• A certain “scope” or types of problems it aims to address

• A certain way of making sense of the problem situation to be addressed

• A certain set of underlying values

• A set of design activities 



Values in design

• Design is never value neutral

• Values are ingrained in what we consider problems to be addressed (and 
who defined them), and in what we consider meaningful means, ends 
and solutions. 

• Many approaches are value agnostic (e.g., design thinking)

• Some are clearly commercial (with a touch of human-centered)

• E.g., user-centered design - “products that is a joy to use and a joy 
to own” 

• Some are about efficiency only (e.g., business process management and 
engineering)



Values in design: humanistic and democratic values

• Some approaches has clear humanistic 
and democratic values

• E.g., ETHICS by Enid Mumford

• Participatory design (“The Scandinavian 
tradition”)



“Design” in IT and digitalization projects

Different design approaches has:

• A certain “scope” or types of problems it aims to address

• A certain way of making sense of the problem situation to be addressed

• A certain set of underlying values

• A set of design activities  → next week


